Standing waves, diffraction, distortions….
The Boxed-styled loudspeakers’ inevitable problems are avoided…
The first thing we imagine when we think about Bulgaria today is the sumo player Koto
Oshu. And the famous from long time yogurt and roses. But lately Bulgaria is an audio
manufacturing country and it’s symbol are the loudspeakers Terra II manufactured by EBTB.
EBTB is a manufacturer, established in 2003 by the brothers Dobromir and Kamen Dobrev. Both
study hydro acoustic in the Naval Academy and after working in the Marine, the elder brother
Dobromir start a company involved in the import and distribution of Pro audio equipment. They
equipped many of the radio stations, but they were upset that there was a lack of really high
quality studio monitors. They decided to start manufacturing them. The manufacturing facility is
located in Varna – the sea capitol of Bulgaria. The younger brother Kamen, who attends the
company after his graduation is the main designer. Kamen is very talented composer and guitar
player too.
EBTB is abbreviation of Everything But The Box. The boxy shape is the main problem for the
loudspeakers. Using it we can make loudspeaker with quite low frequencies in quite small
volume instead to use an infinitive baffle, but the presence of so many parallel walls causes
standing waves, diffraction and distortion. To avoid this we can think about different shapes – to
have no parallel walls in the box, the enclosure to be sphere etc. Of course each method has it’s
own specific character and exactly such something-which-is-not-a-box method use EBTBin their
Terra II.
The Terra II enclosure is formed by fan-shaped baffle and spherical enclosure for the LF
driver. This enclosure can be cast from aluminium or brass. There are five standard colour
combinations and customs colours can be ordered.
The standing on the three very sharp feet (the pads are included) – one on the baffle and two on
the “bowl” Terra II looks a little unstable, and Terra II steps very solid on these 3 points indeed.
The hand crafted enclosure and the all rest parts are of very high quality. An interesting thing is
that against the all current designs the baffle becomes narrow in it’s bottom part. Another
interesting details are the horn mounted HF driver and the equaliser for the high frequencies
mounted in the back of Terra II. Obviously they took care for the real battle efficiency.

Thanks of the smooth sound and the précised imaging the musing sound
touching

This is the sound of the blue sky above the East Europe –bright and azure. There is not the
typical for the boxy shaped loudspeaker distortion in the low frequencies and using the factory
setting of the HF equalizer we achieve very high quality sound. Terra II follow easy the power
and quality of the amplifier. I used 6-channel Accuphase DX-650 and when I connected all
loudspeakers the space enlarged noticeably.
Terra II plays very well all kind of music. If we listen the newest record of Mozart’s Granpartita
played by the Berlin Philharmonics orchestra we understand the position of the 13 musicians
around the microphone as well as wee look the lines of our palm. The perfection of the Mozart’s
music is beautifully pronounced in all its details.
And the Eagles’ Hotel California was presented with dense and smooth music image,
without to expand artificially the sound as it’s very often with the modern High End equipment.
Listening it I felt the 70-s.
Just opposite the sound image of the recorded in 1959 Mails’ King of Blue was amazingly wide.
Despite the recorder noise, it seemed to me that Mails, Coltrane and Canonball appeared from
the half century time.
But the quality of Terra II was best presented with the Stravinski’s Petrushka. In this masterpiece
the orchestra often splits in two parts which sometimes play music which is not connected with
the other part and these parts are beautifully presented due to the extreme precision and
detailed imaging of Terra II Pro.
During the tests I was very impressed that each one of these so different records touched my
soul.
Bulgaria was a crossroad of the cultures during its whole history. There are numerous artefacts
showing the extreme craftsmanship of the ancient civilization. The sound of Terra II combining
tradition and modern design inherits very long traditions.
I would like to recommend you this new manufacturer, coming of a new for this business
country.

